
Definition Questions 1 2 3

Describe how you built your 

project?

Student provides a basic 

description of building a project, 

but no details about a specific 

project.

Student gives a general example of 

building a specific project.

Student provides details about the 

different components of a specific project 

and how they were developed.

Describe different things you 

tried out as you were working on 

your project

Student does not provide specific 

examples of what they tried.

Student gives a general example of 

trying something in the project.

Student provide specific examples of 

different things they tried in a project.

Describe revisions you made to 

your project and why you made 

them

Student says they made no 

revisions, or only states they made 

revisions but gives no examples.

Student describes one specific 

revision they made to the project.

Student describes the specific things they 

revised in the project and why.
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Describe how you decided what 

sprites were needed for your 

project, and where they should 

go?

Student provides no description of 

how they selected sprites.

Student provides a general 

description of deciding to choose 

certain sprites.

Student provides a specific description of 

how they made decisions about sprites 

based on goals for the project.

Describe how you decided what 

scripts were needed for your 

project, and what they should 

do?

Student provides no description of 

how they created scripts.

Student provides a general 

description of deciding to create 

certain scripts.

Student provides a specific description of 

how they made decisions about scripts 

based on goals for the project.

Describe how you organized the 

scripts?

Student does not describe how 

they organized scripts.

Student provides a general 

description of how they organized 

scripts.

Student provides specific examples of how 

they organized scripts and why.
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A Collaboration is a purposeful 

relationship in which all parties work 

together in order to achieve shared 

objectives.

What is collaboration?

Can you give an example?

What was the task?

Why did you worked together?

How did you collaborate? 

Were there any benefits of 

collaborating?

What would you do differently 

next time when you are working 

with others?

Students are able to define 

collboration with a vague example 

(could be someone elses also).

Students are able to define 

collaboration with an example from 

the project that they have made. 

(Example should include goal, 

purpose of collaboration, 

steps/actions of collaborators)

Students are able to define collaboration 

with an example from the project that they 

have made. (Example should include goal, 

purpose of collaboration, steps/actions of 

collaborators, benefits and reflection)

Collaboration

Exploring connections between the 

whole and the parts and identifying 

the essential parts to reduce the 

complexity.

Developing a little bit, then trying it 

out, then developing more

Experimenting

Abstraction
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Persistence in doing something 

despite difficulty or delay in achieving 

success

What is perseverance?

Can you give an example?

What was the task/goal?

What challenges did you face?

How did you try to overcome it?

How did you feel when you were 

facing challenges?

Students are able to define 

perseverance.

Students are able to define 

perseverance with an example from 

the project that they have made 

with negative or mixed emotions . 

(Example should include goal, 

challenges, with one different step 

to overcome challenges)

Students are able to define perseverance 

with an example from the project that they 

have made with positive emotions. 

(Example should include goal, challenges, 

with 3-4 different step to overcome 

challenges)

Perseverance


